
 

 
Interview with city hall's Vice President João Couvaneiro 

 
1. What do you think the Erasmus+ project can add to Almada students and 

students from other countries who visit the city? 
 
The European project has allowed us to raise the level of demand that we have with us, with                  
our institutions, and with the public services that we provide to our community. The              
Erasmus+ project helps us build this European identity, a plural identity. When students go              
study/live abroad for a while, when they return, they return differently: with another view of               
the world, a view that allows this idea of European identity to become much more solidified. 
 

1. What does Almada have to offer a European student? 
 
Almada has a lot to offer: we have to offer what we are, a territory that includes and                  
welcomes everyone, enriched by mixtures of people who come from everywhere; our            
diverse cultural and artistic expression (theater, music, sculptors, writers); the extraordinary           
and incredible landscapes; and our knowledge, that has been flourishing. We can offer our              
people in their diversity, our culture and the ability to reinvent the world, our precious               
territory, and the capacity to innovate and think about the challenges of the future. 
 

2. To what extent is the participation of young people from the municipality of             
Almada in the Erasmus+ project an added value for the municipality? 

 
We are currently working specifically in the context of storytelling. We are also working hard               
to develop volunteer projects with young people so that when tourists arrive here they can               
be welcomed and supported when they need some information, and many municipalities            
have already worked on this dimension of volunteering involving young people. All that is our               
capacity to think about projects or things to promote our land, you (youth) can do, and in                 
some cases better than us, because you know better the technological tools, the new circuits               
of communication and have a creativity that often comes out of what are the most               
institutionalized things we think about. Therefore, the contribution of young people must also             
be seen in this way, which is to bring us ideas, to bring us proposals and to act in a                    
transforming way in our council. So what we are doing is telling you that you have a                 
responsibility to say what you think about your city and what we can do to change. 
 

3. Is the lack of disclosure of the municipality one of the main reasons for the low                
number of tourists in Almada? 

 
Yes, without a doubt. We have to create mechanisms to publicize Almada. Therefore, it is               
necessary to make two movements: the first is to beautify the city, to make it more attractive;                 
the second is to make the city promotion more effective. What I need to do is to create the                   
will of the tourist who is in Lisbon, to come to know the city, its culture, its gastronomy, etc... I                    
don't want Almada to be a plastic city, I don't want to turn it into a place that is just a                     
postcard: I want it to be a land with the people here, that remains a land of many and that                    
tourists come too, because it generates jobs, it helps to leave wealth in the territory, but we                 
want that with balance. We have to make the city more beautiful, publicise it and keep it                 
safe. 

 



 

4. What are the main problems you see in Almada? 
 
Almada has the typical problems of a city, and some of these problems have to do with the 
mobility, and in that aspect, our intervention has to be huge, not only in promoting               
accessibility, but also in promoting public transportation. We are also planning on a major              
reforestation program in our territory, which consists on planting 25 thousand trees, each             
representing one of the children and teenagers that we have in our schools. In Portugal, it                
still makes a difference whether or not you have studies to access better jobs, with studies                
being a very important issue, so we bet both on promoting professional education, as well as                
promoting the continuity of higher education and valuing one's knowledge and skills. 
 

5. What changes do you consider important to make in Almada in the next 
years? (at the environmental, structural and social level). 
 
At the environmental level, we bet a lot on the regeneration of nature, in order to recover                 
from some mistakes that were committed in the past. There is also the issue of promoting                
public transportation, smooth mobility, walking; It is necessary to develop community life, so             
that people feel fulfilled and happy to live in Almada. We will have to invest in a development                  
that looks simultaneously at the capacity to generate jobs, to have revenues and to              
guarantee well-paid jobs. In social terms, we must continue to make Almada a great city for                
all it’s citizens.  
 
 

 


